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Background

- Climate Disasters New Orleans Area
- Essential Workers/Second Wave Responders
- USW union and CBOs
- TMC curriculum/SERTs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
>As climate disasters are becoming more frequent, more vulnerable the NOLA area becomes. >Those events provoke massive movement of out of state “second wave” responders to the area. Most of them are undocumented immigrants looking for extra jobs.>But they are not the only ones at risk of unsafe and unhealthy conditions. In state essential workers, like refinery, chemical plants, nuclear plant workers are also at risk. Especially if they are performing special tasks that prevent them from going home during an emergency.>The TMC under USW has Specialized Emergency Response Trainers as well as a curriculum for emergency preparedness and response to train union locals management as well as members. >CBOs rely on partners to provide trainigs to their members. 



Our Project: Objective
- Identify training gaps and systematic barriers that leave workers and community 

members vulnerable to hazards present before, during and after a disaster.

Meeting with NOWCRJ Meeting with Resilience Force Meeting with USW local 750 representative

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
what you hoped to accomplish, what the host organization wanted to complete, your personal summer goals (e.g. “learn more about H&Sfrom worker’s perspective”) before, during and after.



Data Collection: Tool 1

- Survey questionnaire for workers
- Focus on individual safety and 

preparedness
- Used to see what knowledge 

people have/trainings they desire
- Taken online or with paper copies 

depending on population
- Spanish and English versions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Survey questionnaire for workers: Individual worker preparedness for, experiences with, and knowledge of disasters/disaster safetyAccessibility: online and paper copies; Spanish and English versions- Interview tool for leadership: Population the organization serves and how they serve the populationSpecial attention paid to actions during past disasters, and plans for future disasters- Interview tool for workers: Multiple facets of disaster preparedness and past disaster experiences, both on an individual level and on a professional level (both the workplace and the affiliated organization)Topics as company/union emergency plans and disasters, trainings received by workers from their company or community organization, workers’ personal experiences in past disaster events, and support they had received/predict that they would need to receive during and after a disaster event



Data Collection: Tool 2

- Interview tool for leadership 
of organizations

- Examines population served 
by the organization and how

- Spanish and English versions



Data Collection: Tool 3

- Interview tool for workers
- Guide interview (not set list of 

questions)
- Multiple topics, such as

- Disaster experiences
- Past trainings
- Support given from organizations

- Spanish and English versions



Data Collection: Study Population

- Surveyed: 127; Interviewed: 40–50
- Community Based Organizations

- Resilience Force
- Familias Unidas
- New Orleans Worker Center for Racial Justice

- Union Locals
- Norco USW union local 13-750
- Westwego USW union local 13-447

- Demographics
- Unions were mixed between primarily White and Black males
- Community groups served low-income, often Central American immigrant workers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local numbers 750, 13-477



Results: Summarized Findings-Surveys
- Majority of the respondents were in 

New Orleans for Hurricane Ida (2021).
- Many individuals have not discussed an 

Emergency Preparedness Plan with 
their households.

- Majority of the respondents have not 
attended an Emergency Preparedness 
training or meeting before.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After surveying 127 workers (total) from different organizations and analyzing the results we came up with the following conclusions: read the bullets.



Results: Comparisons Between Organizations-Trainings Wanted

Organization Survey Findings-Trainings 

NOWCRJ >Preparing the House for a Hurricane, Evacuating Safely, Emergency
Preparedness,Preparingan EmergencyKit .

Resilience Force >Emergency Preparedness,Generator Safety, Water Safety, Mold Cleanup,
Hurricane Hazards, Personal Protective Equipment, Emergency Response
Resources,Preparingan EmergencyKit .

“Familias Unidas en 
Acción”

>EmergencyPreparedness,Food Safety,DisasterCleanup, EvacuatingSafely,
and Preparingan EmergencyKit .

United Steelworkers 
local 13-750

>WaterSafety,Mold Cleanup,EmergencyPreparedness.

United Steelworkers 
local 13-447

>GeneratorSafety,Water Safety,and DisasterCleanup.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This table summarizes the trainings respondents want to take or have more information about. It is divided by organization. The most requested trainings were: >General Emergency Preparedness>How to prepare an Emergency Kit>Generator Safety>Mold Cleanup>How to evacuate safely>Disaster Cleanup>PPE



Final Product 1: Worker Narratives

- Collection of experiences, 
knowledge from workers 
of various backgrounds

- For the USW and TMC 
(sponsor orgs)

- Example: USW 13-447 
member

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Norwood was the union local president and is now retired. We spoke about his experience during Katrina. He explained that his plant did not shut down until a few hours before landfall, because the company prioritizes production and profit. Workers who were on shift did not have time to prepare their homes or evacuate safely. He stayed with his wife in Baton Rouge during the hurricane, and upon returning his house was not in good enough condition to live in. Chevron let some workers stay in new double-wide trailers, although these were taken back so they could be resold within 5 months. They also gave employees $2500 each. Employees came back to work on a flexible shift schedule, but after a couple months returned to normal, which caused an uproar in the union. There were hazards inside the plant as well, including a foot of water that wouldn’t drain at first, debris, and oil making surfaces slippery. Norwood believes that the treatment employees received was good overall, but that was because the employees are necessary to turn a profit. 



Final Product 2: Survey Report

Final Product 2: Survey Report 

- Resilience Force
- Shared findings; statistical report
- Data as evidence of the needs of their 

members

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After meeting with the field organizers of Resilience Force to discuss our project, they wanted us to share our findings with them. They wanted data as evidence of the needs of their members. They wanted to know a little bit more. And depending on our findings they wanted us to create a flyer to provide simple and important information to their members.>They wanted to know a little bit more about their members.



Final Product 3: Flyer

Final Product 3: flyer 

- For Resilience Force
- Based on survey findings 
- Emergency Preparedness Kit flyer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We developed this flyer on how to prepare an Emergency Kit, it is tailored to their membership and organization.



Project Challenges and Successes 

Challenges Successes

Coordinating meetings with CBOs and locals  
lack of time to perform official interviews

Field work with Resilience Force (44 
interviews)

Could not access companies’ EAPs in a time  
manner

Meeting with USW 13-447 chair members 

Vulnerable populations: language barriers an  
immigration status 

127 survey responses, including online 
responses

Lack of time to refine our survey tool to 
match the population

Online Survey Tool; continuous survey mode

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Danielle should mention: lack of time to perform “one on one” interviews



Recommendations for Future Studies

- Longer-running project 

- More personal interviews rather than surveys

- Investigate harder-to-reach workers

- Create interactive online resource about disaster preparedness for workers to 
access easily, at all times (request by USW union local 13-447)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Projects with less tight of a turnaround would allow more time to schedule interviews with leadership and individual workers- Our research is in large part based off of our survey, which therefore restricts our data to what we thought to ask about and was more generalizable. We’d recommend further research take a more in depth and qualitative approach - Some workers couldn’t be reached, such as union members who don’t show up to union meetings. Given that the majority of union members attending the meetings we were present for appeared to be white, we do not have as detailed of information on nonwhite union members>One of the locals wanted us or the TCM to develop an interactive tool for EP and ER so they could have it and go back to review it in case they needed.



Personal Reflections
Natalie Danielle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Natalie: The challenging part of this internship was trying to explain to the different organizations what our project consisted of and how could we help them and the workers with our findings. Overall it was a rewarding experience getting to talk to workers out in the field and listen to their stories, some of them had a lot to share about their companies and some other, personal stories. What was also important was that they knew what kind of trainings they wanted/needed in order to be safe and they would ask you for them  (e.g. generator safety)
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